
\West pac Wesipac Banklng Corporation 
ABN 33 007 457 141 

26 November 2008 

The General Manager 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 3131 
CANBERRA A(;T 2601 

By e-mail to: adiudication@accc.mau 

WOOLWORTHS LIMITED AND AUSTRALIAN INDEPENDENT RETAILERS PTY LTD 
- EXCLUSIVE DEALlNG NOTIFICATIONS N9.3625 & N9.3626 

- INTERESTED PARTY CONSULTATION 

Dear SiMadam 

We have read a copy of your letter 7 November 2008 concerning the above exclusivedealing 
notifications. Thank you for affording us a slight extension to the deadline for making a 
submission in relation to them. 

. . 

As one of Australia's main payment card issuers under both the Westpac and Earth brands, 
Westpac is an interested party in respect of any proposed conduct that seeks to limit the utility 
of our customers' cards. This is particularly the case when that conduct purports to negate, 
even to a limited degree, the widespread acceptance that we so actively promote. 

Westpac has adopted a very consistent position when commenting on credit card reforms 
g e n d y ,  and on previous exclusive dealing notifications specifically. In the "market for the 
provision of consumer credit card, charge card and other payment facility services" (but 
especially in the consumer credit card element of this market) competition among card issuers 
should be governed by highly transparent mles. 

Principal among these is the 'honour all cards' arrangement embodied by the rules of the 
international aedit card schemes. 

In the case of the exclusive dealing conduct specified in notifications N93625 and N93626, 
under the usual protocols d e t d e d  by Visa and Mastercard, if a cham of merchants (here, 
the CALTEX Woolworths and CALTEX Safeway w-branded fuel outlets) wishes to accept a 
global brand (such as Visa andlor MasterCad) then, subject to RBA's mIes in operation h m  
time to time, it must accept all such Visa/MasterCard products. 

This ensures that the value of the Visah4asterCard brand is maintainad; provides cardholders 
with certainty that their VisaMasterCard will be accepted where the relevant scheme's logo is 
displayed; and ensures that card Issuers participating in the relevant scheme cannot be 
discriminated against. 

Your future isour future I 



F n p o m l y  in the context of notificatiom N93625 and N93626, Westpac interprets these 
protocols as requiring merchants to accept all Visa/Mastercard products at all payment 
terminals that they maintain - in this case at the service station counter and at the petrol 
pump. To interpret them in any other way would undamine the competitive neutrality of this 
Universal principle in favour of an anti-competitive regime that would operate to the detriment 
of the vc~y consumers that the exclusive dealing provisions of the nude Practices Act I974 
are designed to protect]. 

While Westpac acknowledges that customers who do not hold a Woolworths Evcryday 
Money Credit Card will still be able to purchase &el at CALTEX Woolworths and CALTM 
safsway co-branded fuel outlets for the same price as those who do hold the cards, the 
widespread uniformity of retail fuel pricing across different fuel outlets renders the price 
component of the purchasing decision relatively insignificant. 

What is far more likely to drive deciions about whcrc a consumer will &el are 
considemtions of convenience. In this regard, pay at pump technology that does not 
discriminate between card issuers already exists. To seek to activate such technology in a 
manner that does discriminate is a retrograde step in the wider introduction of the "valuable, 
efficient and convenient service" to motorists and credit card holders generally that 
Woolworths seeks to promote. 

Westpac also disputes the public benefit claim relating to "the promotion of competition in 
the types of products and services offered and provided by competitors of Woolworths by 
encouraging them to make value-added offers to their customers". The public benefit of 
providing pay at pump facilities solely to Woolworths Everyday Money Credit Card holdm 
is extremely limited; and is significantly outweighed by the public detriment that flows from 
preventing acceptance of the credit cards of the myriad Issuers whose cards would occupy the 
wallets of motorists generally. AU of thesemotorists would reasonably expect, on the basis of 
long and nation-wide experience, that if any credit cards were going to be accepted at their 
chosen service station, theirs would be included, and it would he accepted at all payment 
terminals operated by that service station 

In a market for the supply of consumer credit card services whm consumers already make 
choices among a multiplicity of competing credit card Issuers on the basis of such features as 
interest mte; interest-& &MIS; re&~~d-&~ositions and annual fees, it would be anathema 
to competition to satlctikan exclusive dag ammgement under which all such 
differentiating factors were rendered irrelevant, and the sole value-add was imposing an 
artificial restriction on the pay at pump functionality. 

In summary, Westpac opposes the proposed exclusive dealing conduct on the basis that the 
proposal: 

offers limited public beneft 
is inherently anti-competitive, and 
lacks technological justification (in light of pay at the pump technology being available 
elsewhere). 

We would be very bappy to discuss thc implications of Notification N93625 and N93626 with 
you hther. 

Yours sincerely, 

,7&&d 
Justin Moses 
Head of Legal, hoduct and Opmations 


